


  

Do drawings matter? This group show celebrates the importance of 
drawing as a form of artistic expression. Artworks by 12 artists will 
reveal the makers’ thoughts and processes through this technique.

Drawings Matter? focuses on the technique of “drawing” as a mean of artistic expression. 
Expanding from the conventional sense of “drawing” - typically understood by many as pencil 
doodles on paper - this exhibiti on aims to gather artists to interpret its significance. 

By reassessing their approach, the selected artists offer a myriad of aesthetic exploration to 
offer their methodical aspects of drawing. The traditional notion of “drawing” that is composed 
of pen, paper and lines now seem archaic yet pertinent. 

Curator: Sarah Abu Bakar



  

Abdullah Jones

Afiq Faris

Agnes Lau Pik Yoke

Anas Afandi

Anwar Suhaimi
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Ho Mei Kei

Izat Arif

John Lim

Noor Azizan Rahman (Paiman)

Noor Mahnun Mohamed (Anum)
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Abdullah Jones’ abstract works are witty and 
are a reflection of current times. A multi-
media artist, Abdullah Jones is also known 
for his contemporary batik paintings. His solo 
exhibitions included Lolong (2018) and Blues 
Malaya (2017) at ArtCube Gallery, Kuala 
Lumpur. He has participated in numerous 
group exhibitions namely Batik: Evolution of 
Identity – A Travelling Exhibition (2019) at 
University of Malaya Art Gallery; Morphosis 
(2018) at Galeri Prima, Kuala Lumpur; Amal 
Insani (2017) at Balai Seni Lukis Negara, 
Kuala Lumpur; and Love Me and My Batik 
(2016) at Ilham Gallery, Kuala Lumpur, to 
name but a few.    



  

Hantu Lawan Hantu #2
     
Pen on canvas
64 x 64 cm
2019

RM 2,800



  

Hantu Lawan Hantu #3
     
Pen on canvas
64 x 64 cm
2019

RM 2,800



  

Hantu Lawan Hantu #4
     
Pen on canvas
64 x 64 cm
2019

RM 2,800



  

Hantu Lawan Hantu #5
     
Pen on canvas
64 x 64 cm
2019

RM 2,800



  

Hantu Lawan Hantu #6
     
Pen on canvas
64 x 64 cm
2019

RM 2,800



  

Hantu Lawan Hantu #7
     
Pen on canvas
64 x 64 cm
2019

RM 2,800



  

Hantu Lawan Hantu #8
     
Pen on canvas
64 x 64 cm
2019

RM 2,800



  

Hantu Lawan Hantu #9
     
Pen on canvas
64 x 64 cm
2019

RM 2,800



  

Afiq Faris explores unconventional materials 
and techniques such as dry medium drawing 
on tissue paper, inkjet print, washed and 
re-fix using graphite, colour pencil, marker 
and acrylic on tissue paper. Each of the 
two artworks from his Currency series is 
then coated with resin on wood and canvas 
producing a delicate drawing yet with an 
everlasting quality of a sculpture.  



  

Gaya (Balut)
     
Paper towel, rice paper, 
mixed dry drawing media, 
resin & paint on plywood
92 x 92 cm
2019

RM 4,000



  

Mutu (Menthol)
     
Inkjet on paper towel, 
acrylic, colour pencil, 
resin, marker & paint on 
plywood
92 x 92 cm
2019

RM 4,000



  

Keunggulan (King size)
     
Inkjet on paper towel, 
acrylic, resin & paint on 
plywood
92 x 92 cm
2019

RM 4,000



  

Agnes Lau’s concern for artmaking is process-oriented. 
A work with endless repetition to force the audience to 
experience his or her own creation of time and space. As 
the repeated movements have no specific definition to the 
audience, they can engage the works freely. However, the 
true meaning intended by the artist lies in the creation 
itself, a feeling of satisfaction when Agnes completes the 
task. 

It is a physical ceremony in which Agnes puts visuals of 
lines on a surface; uses a minimum repertoire of visual 
elements aiming for maximum visual intensity. Language 
is now unnecessary. The stress in her works begins to form 
when she engages the pencil onto the canvas; the lines 
begin to create rhythmic textures - a  system of its own. The 
endless repetition performs a ceremonial passage, which 
subconsciously moves forward but consciously knowing its 
heights and widths in relation to the surroundings.

After completing her studies at Dasein Academy of Art, 
Kuala Lumpur in 2015, Agnes delves into her art practice 
which involves the search of harmony in everyday life. 
The ordinary yet ignored objects or activities from daily 
life plays a role in her study and she tries to stimulate a 
reflection through art making processes. Her work lies 
between systematic and non-systematic processes within 
a determined time and space. Incorporating both the 
conscious and unconscious mind, she allows various 
forms to take place in her work, juggling between drawing, 
painting and printmaking on different materials.



  

Black Lines on 
White Plane

Mixed media on plywood
100 x 100 cm
2019

RM 5,600



  

Anas Afandi graduated with a Diploma in Fine Art 
from the Malaysian Institute of Art, Kuala Lumpur 
in 2015. His artistic practice includes drawing, 
collage and painting inspired by his emotions, 
perspectives and experiences. Since graduating, 
Anas has been involved in a wide range of creative 
discipline such as artmaking, curating, writing, 
furniture making and music.

In 2019, Anas participated in a group show entitled 
SH/FT - A Contemporary Visual Art Exhibition by 
Cendana at White Box and Black Box, Publika, 
Kuala Lumpur. In 2017, Anas worked as an 
assistant for Shooshie Sulaiman, who participated 
in the Yokohama Triennale at the Yokohama 
Museum of Art, Yokohama, Japan. 



  

Analogi Alam Semulajadi

Pencil, colour pencil, ink, 
collage on paper
21 x 29.7cm (each)
2019

RM 2,500



  

Multi-disciplinary artist Anwar Suhaimi obtained 
a Master’s degree in Fine Arts & Technology 
from University of Technology Mara in 2014. He 
is the recipient of the Jury Award, Bakat Muda 
Sezaman 2019 (Young Contemporary Award 
2019) organised by the National Art Gallery, Kuala 
Lumpur. 

In his practice, Anwar Suhaimi experiments with 
natural and artificial materials “to be in awe of the 
elemental nature and sciences, and to become 
the light itself”. 

His ink on paper artwork entitled Skematik 
Delan Masa I,II,III  was created with a clock timer 
instrument, picturing the anti-clockwise movement 
of time. 



  

Skematic Delan Masa I,II & III

Ink on paper
69 x 58 cm (each)
2019

RM 1,200 (each)



  

Kua Chia Chi also known as CC Kua held her first 
solo exhibition entitled Mosquito Bite at Lostgens’ 
Contemporary Art Space, Kuala Lumpur in 2016. 
She held her second solo show wittily entitled Left 
a Bit, Right a Bit, Up a Bit, Down a Bit at the same 
venue in June 2019. 

In 2019, CC Kua graduated with a Master of Fine Art 
from the Institute of Plastic Arts, Tainan National 
University of The Arts, Taiwan. She obtained her BA 
(Hons) in Graphic Design and Illustration from The 
One Academy (degree conferred by the University 
of Hertfordshire, UK) in 2013. 

She has also participated in several group shows 
namely SH/FT - A Contemporary Visual Art 
Exhibition by Cendana at White Box and Black Box, 
Publika, Kuala Lumpur in 2019; Walking, Road 
Curve, Speaking, Peeing at Whitestone Gallery, 
Zhongxiao, Taipei in 2018; Taipei Free Art Fair at 
Songshan Cultural and Creative Park, Taipei in 
2018; Di Mana (Where Are) YOUng at National 
Visual Arts Gallery, Kuala Lumpur in 2017; and 
Conjoin: Spontaneous #1 supported by Artemis 
Art at Publika, Kuala Lumpur in 2014.



  

December 31 in Southeast Asia

Ink & colour pencil on paper
31 x 23.5 cm
2019

RM 250

Escalator

Ink & colour pencil on paper
31 x 23.5 cm
2019

RM 250



  

Frolicking

Pastel on paper
21 x 29.7 cm
2016

RM 200

I Am Sure This Is Not That Digi Guy

Acrylic on paper
21 x 29.7cm
2016

RM 200



  

My Line is Not Closed

Coloured pencil on paper
35 x 50 cm
2019

RM 400



  

Brushing Teeth

Watercolour on paper
27 x 39 cm
2016

RM 400



  

Human Train

Oil on canvas
20.5 x 61 cm
2019

RM 1,800

Sliding Through

Ink & pastel on paper
21 x 29.7 cm
2019

RM 200



  

Small Banana and Big Banana

Oil on canvas
61 x 45.5 cm
2019

RM 2,500



  

Significant Others

Pencil & watercolour on paper
61 x 45.5 cm
2019

RM 1,800



  

Ho Mei Kei’s whimsical paintings draw inspiration 
from her experience teaching art and music to 
young children. Her playful take on the local 
education system is incorporated through the 
repetitive miniature doodles and artwork title such 
as Gariskan Mata Pelajaran Yang Paling Anda 
Gemari (10 Markah). 

Mei Kei completed her Diploma in Fine Art at 
Dasein Academy of Art in 2016 and decided 
to become a full-time following her graduation. 
Mei Kei has been exhibiting her work locally and 
internationally such as in Indonesia (2017), The 
Philippines (2018) and Taiwan (2018). She held 
her first solo exhibition entitled 100 Markah = 
A+? at Taksu Gallery in 2018. She is also the co-
founder of Studios Sama Sama, a studio space 
for fresh graduates to pursue their dream in 
becoming a professional artist. Apart from winning 
the Jury’s Prize for the Bakat Muda Sezaman 
competition (2017) and being selected again for 
the same competition in 2019, Mei Kei was also 
awarded twice for the Tanjong Heritage National 
Art Competition (2015 and 2016) and shortlisted 
twice for the UOB Painting of the Year Competition 
(2016 and 2017).



  

Skyline 

Colour pencil on paper 
43 x 60 cm 
2019

RM 2,000



  

Izat Arif obtained a Bachelor (Hons) in Drawing 
from Camberwell College of Art, London in 
2012. In November 2019, his artworks will be 
exhibited at Ilham Gallery, Kuala Lumpur in 
an exhibition called Domestic Bliss alongside 
Vietnamese artist, Hoang Minh Duc, organised 
and sponsored by The Factory Contemporary 
Arts Centre in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. 
Izat has also participated in numerous group 
exhibitions that include recent shows in 2019 
such as an intimacy that allies us…. organised 
by Sikap Group, Singapore; Genset by Gajah 
Gallery at Whitebox, Publika, Kuala Lumpur; 
Awan & Tanah (Sisters in Islam charity show) 
at Cult Gallery, Bukit Tunku, and more. Izat 
was an Artist in Residence at the NTU-CCA 
Singapore from October to December 2018.



  

When I Die, Please 
Remember That I Have 
Done My Best, And I Would 
Like To Be Celebrated 
Every 5 Years For My 
Contributions

Graphite on digital print
20 cm x 28 cm (each)
2019

RM 4,200



  

John Lim graduated with a Diploma in Fine 
Art from the Malaysian Institute of Art, Kuala 
Lumpur in 2015. His work investigates cultural 
identity, the stereotypes of being Malaysian 
Chinese and his predicament on not being 
able to converse in his mother tongue. 

John’s artwork entitled Tentang Cina (About 
Chinese) is a series of 23 repetitive inscription 
in Chinese characters that offer no meaning. 
It is a phonetic expression that translates as 
Cina belajar Cina or Chinese learning Chinese 
when read out loud. 

John describes, “the improper translation 
is purposeful, it illustrates the contradiction 
present in my thought process.” 



  

Tentang Cina

Ink on paper
13 x 23 cm and 14 x 24cm 
(set of 23)
2019

RM 500 (each)



  

The social historical context of Paiman’s artworks 
are conveyed through various media such as 
installation, performance as well as documentation 
with illustrations. An example is his “installation 
drawings” exhibition titled Malaysia-365 days of 
2008 at Wei-Ling Gallery in 2009.

For Drawings Matter?, Paiman presents a collage 
work on paper entitled Sarjan[A] Ekonomi 80+, 
which illustrates a whimsical portrait donning a 
striped Santa-like hat, a pair of spectacles with a 
finely trimmed mustache and a stylish “chin strap” 
beard. The figure is also wearing a superhero cape 
with a newspaper clipping as his uniform. 

The artwork recounts a recent history, in which an 
economist who has helped the country through 
his experience was eventually awarded the 
highest university degree at the age of 81. The 
title “sarjan” (sergeant) indicates the subject as 
a leader, who is a scholar (sarjana) at the same 
time.
Paiman is the Minor Award recipient of the Bakat 
Muda Sezaman (The Young Contemporaries 
Award) organised by National Visual Art Gallery, 
Kuala Lumpur in 1992, 1994, 1997 and 2002. In 
1999, he was a resident artist for the Art Exchange 
Program at the First Fukuoka Asian Art, Japan. 



  

sarjan[A] Ekonomi 80+

Collage on paper
21 x 14 cm
2019

RM 2,000



  

German-educated Noor Mahnun Mohamed 
creates tranquil figurative and still-life 
paintings with domestic objects to represent 
symbolism and geometric patterns to depict 
routine and discipline. 

For Drawings Matter?, Noor Mahnun produces 
still-life drawings in watercolour and graphite 
featuring a citrus reamer, a colander, a glass 
bottle, a three-hole dressings dispenser bottle 
and a garden pressure sprayer. Also on display 
is a study of the Phalaenopsis Blume or moth 
orchids, depicting Noor Mahnun’s current 
preoccupation on botanical illustrations. 

Her eleventh solo exhibition entitled Disco 
Lombok Still Life by Noor Mahnun at The 
Edge Galerie in 2017 was highly successful – 
propelling the demand for her artworks. 

A painter, curator, writer and educationist, 
Noor Mahnun graduated with a Master of Fine 
Art from the Hochschule für Bildende Künste, 
Braunschweig, Germany in 1996.  



  

Garden Pump & Spray Study i

Watercolour on paper
30 x 23.5 cm
2019

RM 1,800



  

Colander Study i

Watercolour on paper
24 x 34 cm
2019

RM 1,500



  

Sarsi Study i

Watercolour on paper
30 x 23.5 cm
2019

RM 1,200



  

Squeeze Bottle Study i

Watercolour on paper
25 x 19.5 cm
2019

RM 1,200



  

Squeeze Bottle Study iii

Chalk on paper
30 x 21 cm
2019

RM 750

Squeeze Bottle Study ii

Graphite on paper
30 x 21 cm
2019

RM 750



  

Lemon Squeezer Study i

Watercolour on paper
25 x 20 cm
2019

RM 1,200



  

Lemon Squeezer Study iii

Graphite on paper
30 x 21 cm
2019

RM 750

Lemon Squeezer Study ii

Graphite on paper
30 x 21 cm
2019

RM 750



  

Botanical Drawing Assignment 1 
(Phalaenopsis O)

Watercolour on paper
30 x 23.5 cm
2019

RM 1,800



  

Yew Jun Ken graduated with a Diploma in 
Illustration from the Malaysian Institute of Art, 
Kuala Lumpur in 2015. An independent artist 
seeking clarity of the mind and body, Jun Ken 
uses art as his main mode of expression and 
form of experimentation. 

Jun Ken aims to create worlds out of concepts 
that range from the introspective philosophic 
to the outward-facing corporal through a 
variety of structures and processes. Mediums 
such as experimental drawings, installation, 
photography, sound and video collage, 
function as studies for these abstract complex 
themes. 

Currently, Jun Ken also produces audio 
recordings under multiple aliases, 
incorporating his deep interest towards 
digital production and sampling techniques in 
music, serving as an extension of his artistic 
exploration.



  

pluto: and look at the infinite; 
citric incalculable; endless

Pen on paper
21 x 29.7 cm
2019

RM 700
vertebrae: a coiled policy; stop; ruminate

Pen on paper
21 x 29.7 cm
2019

RM 700

mouth/hollow

Pen on paper
21 x 14.8 cm
2019

RM 400



  

Untitled

Pen on paper
21 x 29.7 cm
2019

RM 700

mantra: a cyclic cascade; 
always will be; in clotting

Pen on paper
21 x 29.7 cm
2019

RM 700

quicksand

Pen on paper
21 x 14.8 cm
2019

RM 400



  

body/memory: I saw the shaped 
decoration; my generation; 
mourning the variable

Pen on paper
21 x 29.7 cm
2019

RM 700

atom: slight spin shivering; 
murmuring complexity; helix sings

Pen on paper
21 x 29.7 cm
2019

RM 700



  

HOM Art Trans would like to thank everyone who 
helped in making this exhibition a success.
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HOM Art Trans
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HOM Art Trans
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